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Electron–plasmon relaxation in quantum wells with inverted subband
occupation
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We have considered the electron-plasmon interaction and intersubband resonance screening in a
quantum well with inverted subband occupation. We show that in such a system the intersubband
plasmon emission leads to an efficient deexcitation of the nonequilibrium initial state and raises the
occupation of states at the lower-subband bottom. Downshift and resonance narrowing of the
intersubband optical emission spectra are obtained and shown to be influenced by the process of
intersubband plasmon excitation. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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Relaxation of nonequilibrium charge carriers is impo
tant for the performance of many electron heterostruct
devices.1–3 At low sheet electron concentrationsNs

<1012 cm22, the intrasubband relaxation in A3B5 hetero-
structures is determined basically by polar optical phon
and intrasubband–plasmon scattering processes, which
come comparable at the level of electron concentrationNs

'1011 cm22.1 In laser heterostructures designed for opti
transitions in the range\v'150–300 meV~Ref. 9!, the rel-
evant energy quanta\vph and \vpl

(11) , are small compared
with the subband separationD21, so that nonequilibrium
electrons entering the first subband after intersubband
phonon-emission transitions must subsequently casc
down the first subband emitting the optical phonons and lo
energy intrasubband plasmons. The high-energy inters
band plasmon mode,vpl

(12) , being characterized by an ant
symmetric potential distribution, could participate in th
intersubband relaxation causing electron intersubband
transitions with a small momentum transfer. However, un
the condition of Fermi filling of the first subband states, th
kind of transition becomes possible only for high-ener
electrons in the second subband because of the upshift o
energy of the intersubband collective excitations~plas-
mons!4–8

\vpl
~12!~q!'D211dq , dq5

e2NsS

k0k
@11O~qa!#. ~1!

Here,dq and S are, respectively, the depolarization shift
the intersubband excitation energy and depolariza
integral,4,5 and k is the dielectric constant. As a result, fo
electrons injected into the bottom of the second subband
plasmon-assisted intersubband relaxation is negligible.

a!Electronic mail: garik@sbee.sunysb.edu
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The above picture of the relaxation process has b
developed for the normal ordering of subband filling wh
most of electrons occupy the lower subband states,Ns'n1.
Operation of the quantum cascade laser~QCL!9,10 requires a
nonequilibrium state of the active quantum well with a s
nificant population in the upper subband,Ns5n11n2, in-
cluding the situation with inverted subband occupation,n2

.n1. In this letter we demonstrate that the inverted order
subband occupation results in an effective relaxation mec
nism for nonequilibrium electrons in the lower subband d
to scattering by intersubband plasmon excitations of
upper-subband electrons. In contrast to the cascade re
ation by phonons and intrasubband plasmons, this one-
scattering process efficiently fills the lower-subband bott
and should be taken into consideration if one is intereste
the realization of a high-gain QCL in the low-concentrati
regime.9,10

We restrict ourselves to the two lowest parabolic su
bands characterized by a Fermi-distributed population in
upper subbandNs'n2 with the Fermi wave-vectorkF and
Fermi energy eF . The intersubband plasmon potenti
wpl

(21)(z,r ,t)5w21(z)eiqr cosvt causes polarization of the
electronic system in the second subband corresponding to
admixture of lower-energy statesc1(z) from the first sub-
band to the occupied second-subband statesc2(z). Using
this induced charge distribution as a source in Poisso
equation4 we easily determine the intersubband plasmon
ergy \vpl

(21)(q)'D212dq . This quantum turns out to be
smaller than\vpl

(12) due to the positive sign of the electric
field energy, which is a part of the energy of the collecti
intersubband excitation. In contrast to the system with n
mal subband occupation@Fig. 1~a!#, where the intersubband
plasmon excitation raises the ground-state-energyE0 by in-
tersubband plasmon quantum, the polarization process~2!
results in thelowering of the energy of the initial nonequi
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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librium state@Fig. 1~b!#. As a result, the scattering proce
with intersubband plasmon emission in the inverted sys
must include the intersubband 1–2 electron transition a
ciated with the absorption of the deexcitation energy\vpl

(21) .
In accordance with the random phase approximation~RPA!,
the state of the inverted system with one excited inters
band plasmon can be represented asuE02\vpl

(21)(q)&
5(F(k) ĉ1,k1q

1 ĉ2,kuE0&. The expectation value of the firs
subband number operator in this state is then^ĉ1,k

1 ĉ1,k&
5uF(k1q)u2 , where the form-factorF(k) obeys the nor-
malization condition(uF(k)u251. This implies an effective
increase of the first subband occupation by one elect
Sinceq!kF , this process fills the bottom states of the fi
subband—to a good approximation uniformly.

Following Refs. 9 and 10, we suppose the depopula
of the first subband to be fast tunneling events,t1out!tph

(21) .
Then, in a steady-state, one hasn1'n2t1out/tph

(21)!n2,
hence, the electron–plasmon scattering rates are determ
essentially by the electron concentration in the second s
band. The balance equation for the electrons occupying
bottom of the first subband~with partial concentrationn0)
can be written in the form

m

p\2E
e th

D2\vph
de1

f ~e1!

tpl
~21!~e1!

5
n0

t1out
, ~2!

where f (e1) is the electron distribution function in the firs
subband, normalized as

m

p\2 *eF

D2\vphde1f ~e1!5n12n0,

f ~e1,eF!5 f 0'
p\2n0

meF
, ~3!

and 1/tpl
(21) is the electron scattering rate by intersubba

plasmons,vpl
(21) . In the high-energy region,eF,e1,D21,

the distribution functionf (e1) is established by optical pho
non and intrasubband–plasmon-cascade emission and c
approximated by the simple expression10

FIG. 1. Spectrum of electron excitation in a two-subband system with
mal ~a! and inverted~b! ordering of subband occupation. The continuu
single-particle excitations of the initial-stateE0 is represented by shade
regions and the dispersions of intrasubband~11,22! and intersubband
~12,21! collective excitations are shown by heavy solid lines. Dashed li
illustrate the scattering of an external electron~e! by intersubband plasmon
In the insets we show electron–electron scattering events, which are a
gous to the electron–plasmon processes but are ineffective due to ele
wave-function orthogonality~a! or large momentum transfer~b! ~Ref. 3!.
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f ~e1!}expS 2
D21\vph2e1

Wcct1out
D , ~4!

where Wcc5Wph
(11)1Wpl

(11) is the total cascade cooling rat
for 1–1 intersubband relaxation processes. For an exemp
calculation, we consider an infinitely deep quantum w
with subband energy separationD215300 meV and width
a5 4 nm. All material parameters correspond
Ga0.47In0.53As. The scattering rates, 1/tpl,ph have been calcu-
lated forT50 K by the standard method using the dielect
continuum model.11 To simplify the model, the phonon spec
trum has been approximated by bulk phonons, neglec
phonon confinement effect.1,12 The electron concentration
range is chosen to be 531010– 531011 cm22, which is typi-
cal for the QCL.9 Phonon–plasmon coupling becomes im
portant at higher concentration levelNs>1012 cm22 ~Ref.
1! and is neglected here. Figure 2 represents the distribu
function for the electron population in the first subband c
culated for two values of electron sheet concentrationNs .
Two separate groups of electrons are readily seen in the
subband: ‘‘cool’’ electrons in the subband bottom and ‘‘ho
electrons in high-energy states characterized by the distr
tion function~4!. The inverted population of the high-energ
states is formed by cascade-like emission of optical phon
and intrasubband plasmons, whereas the subband bo
states withk<kF are filled mostly due to the one-step even
of intersubband plasmon excitation. We would like to e
phasize that the latter process effectively fills precisely th
states which are the final states for light-emittin
transitions13 ~states with k<kF in the model considered
here!, restricting to some extent the value of inverted pop
lation associated with laser action. This trend becomes m
pronounced if the depopulation time,t1out, increases. The
inset in Fig. 2 shows the occupation numberf 0 for the bot-
tom states in the first subband as a function of the elec
concentrationn2, calculated for two different values of de
population time,t1out, namely, 1 and 2 ps.

We now turn to the optical characteristics in the qua
tum well, which are substantially influenced by the intersu
band plasmon spectrum. In a system with normal ordering

r-

s

lo-
ron

FIG. 2. Approximate nonequilibrium distribution function for electrons
the first subband for subband depopulation timet1out51 ps and two values
of electron concentrationn2: ~a! 131011 cm22, ~b!531011 cm22. The in-
set shows the occupation probability for electron states near the first
band bottom as a function of electron concentrationn2 for two different
values oft1out ~in ps!.
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the subband occupation the lightwave field screening by
electron gas leads to an upshift in the energy of the inters
band absorption spectrum.4,5 At high electron concentration
the absorption linewidth is considerably narrower than
single particle broadening determined by the nonparaboli
of the subbands.14,15 We will show that for a quantum wel
with inverted subband occupation the depolarization field
sociated with the nonequilibrium intersubband plasmon
citationsvpl

(21) leads to a downshift of the emission peak a
a corresponding downshift and narrowing of the optical g
spectra. For a two-subband model, following Refs. 14–16
obtain low-temperature long-wavelength susceptibi
x(v,q→0), which includes the depolarization-field effe
under the condition of inverted subband population, and
termines the optical gain:

g~v!5
v

cAk`

Im x~v,0!,

x~v!5
e2z12

2 n2

2pD21k0
~12 f 0!

G~v!

12aG~v!
, ~5!

G~v!5
D21

eF
E

0

eF Vede2

Ve
22\2v222i\2vg

,

a5~n22n0!
2e2S

D21k0k
~12 f 0!.

Here, Ve5D211e22e1 is the energy separation for a pa
ticular ‘‘vertical’’ transition andg is polarization dephasing
rate, which we assume to be a constant.14 The dipole matrix
elementz12 and the depolarization integralS are also as-
sumed to bek independent; in a two-subband model wi
infinitely deep quantum well they equal, respective
16a/9p2 and 5a/9p2. In the case of normal subband occ
pation, the parametera in Eq. ~5! changes sign and we arriv
at the results of Zaluzny15 and Warburtonet al.16 for optical
absorption. The factor (12 f 0) describes the effect of th

FIG. 3. Downshift and narrowing of the optical gain spectra due to
depolarization effect in a quantum well with inverted subband occupat
Dashed curves represent calculations neglecting the depolarization e
(a50) for two values of electron concentrationn2: ~a! 531010 cm22; ~b!
431011 cm22. Solid curves labeled with the value of tunneling depopu
tion time t1out ~in ps! illustrate the influence of the first-subband botto
filling on the gain spectrum atn25431011 cm22. The low-temperature
value\g5 1 meV was taken for the polarization dephazing rate~Ref. 14!.
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first-subband bottom filling, which in our model occurs d
to the nonequilibrium intersubband plasmon excitation.

In Fig. 3 we show the results of exemplary gain spec
calculations. Taking into account the resonance screenin
the light field ~solid curves! we obtain a substantial down
shift of the gain peak position and the line narrowing ana
gous to that observed in absorption spectra.16 The linewidth
at the half-maximum level is practically ‘‘pinned’’ at th
value 2\g. This agrees well with the experimental observ
tions of the narrow spontaneous emission linewidth even
high-temperature operating QCL heterostructures.9,17 Our re-
sults show also the remarkable influence of the low
subband bottom filling on the gain peak position. The ma
mum shift of the gain spectrum is achieved at low value
depopulation timet1out'0.1 ps, which is typical for modern
QCL design,17 while the increase oft1out leads to a more
effective filling of the subband bottom~see Fig. 2! and re-
sults in substantial decrease of the peak shift.

In conclusion, it is demonstrated that the collective
fects in quantum wells with inverted subband occupation d
fer significantly from those in normal systems. The exci
tion of intersubband plasmons lowers the energy of
nonequilibrium initial state and opens a new relaxation ch
nel for high-energy electrons in the lower subband. We h
shown that the intersubband resonance screening of the l
wave electric field in these systems leads to both narrow
and anomalous downshift of the optical gain spectrum.
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